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to work) unemployed to hard extremities " *. To preserve
political independence it was also necessary to preserve
economic independence, and the efforts of the merchants of
London to create new channels of commercial intercoursea
contributed not less to the security of England than the
exploits of Elizabethan seamen and the diplomacy of
Elizabethan statesmen. Another element in the situation
was the antagonism of the Hanseatic League, which forced
English traders to establish trading connexions with countries
hitherto monopolized by the Hansards 8. In the middle of
the sixteenth century two companies alone existed : before
its close six new ones were established: and early in the
next century the Venetian ambassador wrote home that
" the English trade in all parts of the world with large
capital" *.
An EUsa- An Elizabethan merchant has left on record an account
s«j!r* of °* ^SM1 foreign trade near the end of the sixteenth
foreign • century5. It was written for the guidance of merchants to
fr *" instruct them in the ' time and wares ' suitable for different
trades, and it illustrates alike the wide range of England's
markets abroad, as also the variety of her exports and
imports. Germany and the Low Countries took from us
wool, cloth and beer ; they sent us ' small wares for grocers '
and hops, linen, brass and copper. The exports to France
comprised wheat, rye, cloth, tin, lead and skins ; the imports
were wines, salt, pitch, tar, woad, linen, canvas ' and small
wares for mercers *. Spain was the market for cloth, linen,
hides, lead, tin and copper—" there must no coarse wares
be brought hither " ; and she supplied us with wines, oil,
soap, salt, sword-blades, and ' iron of the best sort *. To
Portugal went wheat, butter, cheese, cloth, lead, tin, hides;
from her came all kinds of spices brought from the East
Indies, calicoes, oranges, lemons, oil, salt, soap. For the
Mediterranean the' best merchandise * was cloth, lead, hides,
1 Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th ser., v. 21.
1 Infra, pp. 270, 336.	8 Infra, p. 316.
* State Papers Venetian, 1617-1619, p. 415 (1618).
5 Printed in The English Historical Review, xxix. 515 seq.; Gras,
The Evolution of the English Corn Market, Appendix J ; Tudor Economic
Documents (ed. Tawney and Power), iii. 199.

